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Abstract

Exposure therapy is an effective approach for treating anxiety disorders, although a substantial

number of individuals fail to benefit or experience a return of fear after treatment. Research

suggests that anxious individuals show deficits in the mechanisms believed to underlie exposure

therapy, such as inhibitory learning. Targeting these processes may help improve the efficacy of

exposure-based procedures. Although evidence supports an inhibitory learning model of

extinction, there has been little discussion of how to implement this model in clinical practice. The

primary aim of this paper is to provide examples to clinicians for how to apply this model to

optimize exposure therapy with anxious clients, in ways that distinguish it from a ‘fear

habituation’ approach and ‘belief disconfirmation’ approach within standard cognitive-behavior

therapy. Exposure optimization strategies include 1) expectancy violation, 2) deepened extinction,

3) occasional reinforced extinction, 4) removal of safety signals, 5) variability, 6) retrieval cues, 7)

multiple contexts, and 8) affect labeling. Case studies illustrate methods of applying these

techniques with a variety of anxiety disorders, including obsessive-compulsive disorder,

posttraumatic stress disorder, social phobia, specific phobia, and panic disorder.

Exposure therapy, or repeated approach toward fear provoking stimuli, has been a mainstay

of cognitive behavioral therapy for anxiety disorders since its inception. Exposure takes

various forms, including graduated versus intense (or flooding therapy), brief versus

prolonged, with and without various cognitive and somatic coping strategies (as reviewed by

Meuret et al., 2012), and imaginal, interoceptive or in vivo (or in real life). Exposure therapy

has proven to be an effective treatment strategy for fear and anxiety disorders (Norton &

Price, 2007; Hofmann & Smits, 2008). Our understanding of the mechanisms responsible for

the effects of exposure therapy has evolved over the years (see Craske, Kircanski et al.,

2008; Craske, Liao et al., 2012). The aims of the current paper are to review the inhibitory

learning model of extinction as a mechanism for exposure therapy for fear and anxiety, and
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to detail the clinical application of this model. The translation is presented in a listing of

specific behavioral strategies followed by their description in the context of case studies of

panic disorder and agoraphobia, social anxiety disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder,

obsessive compulsive disorder and specific phobia. Other approaches to exposure therapy

include habituation-based models, which emphasize reduction in fear throughout exposure,

and behavioral testing to explicitly disconfirm threat-laden beliefs and assumptions (e.g.,

Foa & Kozak, 1986; Foa & McNally, 1996; Salkovskis, Hackmann, Wells, Gelder, & Clark,

2006). We have compared the inhibitory learning model to fear habituation and ‘belief

disconfirmation using behavioral testing’ models in prior papers (i.e., Craske et al., 2008;

Craske et al., 2012). In the discussion that follows, we present specific applications for ways

in which the inhibitory learning model differs from these other models.

Inhibitory Learning Model of Extinction

In a Pavlovian conditioning model, a neutral stimulus (the conditional stimulus, CS, such as

a neutral picture) is followed by an aversive stimulus (the unconditional stimulus, US, such

as an electric shock). After a number of such pairings, the neutral CS will come to elicit

anticipatory fear reactions (or a conditional response, CR). The CR is presumed to depend

upon the CS becoming a reliable predictor of the US. An association is posited between the

memory representations of the CS and the US such that presentations of the CS will

indirectly activate the memory of the US. Hence, by ‘thinking’ about the aversive US, fear is

elicited. Fear conditioning is considered a valid model for many of the anxiety disorders,

including panic disorder, social anxiety disorder, specific phobia, obsessive compulsive

disorder, and posttraumatic stress disorder (Grillon, 2008). One powerful way to reduce

conditional fear reactions is through extinction, in which the CS is repeatedly presented in

the absence of the associated aversive event (the US). Exposure therapy, wherein an

individual is repeatedly exposed to fear provoking stimuli in the absence of repeated

aversive outcomes, is the clinical proxy of extinction and indeed exposure therapy, first

proposed by Wolpe (1959) in the form of systematic desensitization, was derived from early

models of extinction learning.

Inhibitory learning is regarded as being central to extinction (Bouton, 1993; Miller et al.,

1988; Wagner, 1981), although additional mechanisms, such as habituation, are likely to be

involved (Myers & Davis, 2007). Within a Pavlovian conditioning approach, the inhibitory

learning models mean that the original CS-US association learned during fear conditioning

is not erased during extinction, but rather is left intact as new, secondary inhibitory learning

about the CS-US develops – specifically, that the CS no longer predicts the US (e.g., Bouton

& King, 1983; Bouton, 1993). Research into the neural mechanisms underlying fear

extinction support an inhibitory model, since the amygdala, that is particularly active during

fear conditioning (Shin & Liberzon, 2010), appears to be inhibited by cortical influences

identified as occurring from the medial prefrontal cortex as a result of extinction learning

(Milad et al., 2007; Milad et al., 2009).

Bouton and colleagues propose that after extinction, the CS possesses two meanings; its

original excitatory meaning (CS-US) as well as an additional inhibitory meaning (CS-

noUS). Therefore, even though fear subsides with enough trials of the CS in the absence of
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the US, retention of at least part of the original association can be uncovered by various

procedures, with each one showing a continuing effect of the original excitatory association

after extinction. First, conditional fear shows spontaneous recovery (Quirk, 2002), meaning

that the strength of the CR increases in proportion to the amount of time since the end of

extinction. Clinically, this effect parallels the return of fear that commonly occurs with the

lapse of time since completion of exposure therapy (e.g., Craske & Rachman, 1986; Craske

& Mystkowski, 2006). Thus, an individual whose fear of air travel significantly reduces by

the end of exposure treatment is vulnerable to a return in fear of flying in the absence of

repeated air travel following treatment completion.

Second, renewal of conditional fear occurs if the surrounding context is changed between

extinction and retest (Bouton, 1993). In other words, fear extinction appears to be specific to

the context in which extinction occurs. These effects have been observed in clinical analog

samples undergoing exposure therapy and follow-up testing in the same versus different

contexts (Mystkowski et al., 2002; Mystkowski et al., 2003; Mysktowski et al., 2006;

Culver, Stoyanova & Craske, 2011). The clinical relevance of renewal arises when exposure

therapy is completed in one or only a limited number of contexts (such as in the presence of

a therapist or always immediately preceding or following a therapy session), such that fear is

likely to return when the phobic stimulus is subsequently encountered in a different context

(such as when alone or when unrelated to a therapy session).

Third, reinstatement of conditional fear occurs if unsignaled (or unpaired) US presentations

occur in between extinction and retest (Rescorla & Heth, 1975; Hermans et al., 2005; Van

Damme et al., 2006). The clinical implication of reinstatement is that adverse events

following exposure therapy may lead to a return of fear of the previously feared stimulus if

it is encountered in an anxiety inducing context. For example, fear of asking questions in

work meetings may resurge after being rejected in another social situation, or possibly after

an unrelated adverse event such as a motor vehicle accident. Fourth, rapid reacquisition of

the CR is seen if the CS-US pairings are repeated following extinction (Ricker & Bouton,

1996). The clinical application is that fears that have subsided may be easily and rapidly

reacquired with re-traumatization, as may occur in combat situations or other dangerous

environments.

Deficits in Inhibition and Anxiety Disorders

A substantial number of individuals fail to achieve clinically significant symptom relief

from exposure-based therapies (Arch & Craske, 2009) or experience a return of fear

following exposure therapy (see Craske & Mystkowski, 2006). This may derive in part from

the deficits in extinction learning (Lissek et al., 2005; Craske, Waters et al., 2008) and more

specifically, deficits in inhibitory learning and inhibitory neural regulation during extinction,

that characterize individuals with anxiety disorders or elevated trait anxiety (e.g., Jovanovic

et al., 2010; Milad et al., 2009; Milad et al., 2013; Rougemont-Bucking et al., 2011;

Indovina et al., 2011; see Craske, Liao et al., 2012 for a summary). In other words, anxious

individuals show deficits in the mechanisms that are believed to be central to extinction

learning – such deficits may not only contribute to poor response to exposure therapy but

may also contribute to the development of excessive fear and anxiety in the first place.
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As such, there is tremendous clinical value to optimizing inhibitory learning during exposure

therapy in order to both enhance treatment efficacy in general and to compensate for the

deficits that are present within the anxious individual. An exposure model that takes

elements of inhibitory learning into account has the potential to offset the negative effects of

spontaneous recovery, renewal, reinstatement and reacquisition. The goal is to enhance

inhibitory learning (and possibly underlying neural inhibitory regulation) during exposure

therapy and to enhance its retrieval following completion of exposure therapy.

Inhibitory Learning vs Habituation and Behavioral Testing Approaches to

Exposure

Notably, the strategies listed below are not always consistent with an habituation-based

model of exposure therapy, which rests upon fear reduction during exposure trials as a

critical index of therapeutic change (e.g., Lader & Matthews, 1978; Foa & Kozak, 1986; Foa

& McNally, 1996). Habituation models posit that fear reduction during an exposure trial is a

necessary precursor to subsequent, longer lasting cognitive changes in the perceived harm

associated with the phobic stimulus. The strategies that derive from inhibitory learning

models do not emphasize fear reduction per se during exposure trials and instead sometimes

use strategies designed to maintain elevated fear throughout exposure trials. In support, the

amount by which fear has reduced at completion of extinction is not predictive of the

amount of fear expressed at the follow-up extinction retest in either animals or human

laboratory samples (Plendl, Wolfgang et al., 2010; Prenoveau, Craske et al., 2013; Rescorla,

2006). Similarly, the amount by which fear reduces by the end of an exposure trial or series

of exposure trials is not predictive of the fear level expressed at follow-up assessment in

fearful human samples (Baker et al., 2010; Culver et al., 2012; Kircanski et al., 2012). This

is consistent with the notion of divergence in response systems, and that outward expression

of fear on the one hand, and conditional associations indicative of underlying learning on the

other hand, may not always change in concordance (Beckers, Krypotos, Boddez, Effting, &

Kindt, 2013). Fear expressed at follow-up (as the critical index of the strength and

consolidation of extinction learning) appears to be more likely to be influenced by factors

such as passage of time, context shifts, adverse events or relearning than by the level of fear

experienced at the end of extinction/exposure. Some aspects of the inhibitory learning model

overlap with cognitive models that emphasize behavioral testing to disconfirm beliefs and

assumptions (Salkovskis et al., 2006). However, the inhibitory learning model is not

restricted to behavioral testing as a strategy for generating inhibitory associations, nor is it

limited to testing of explicitly stated cognitions.

Therapeutic Strategies for Enhancing Inhibitory Learning and its Retrieval

(1) Expectancy Violation

The first strategy is to design exposures that maximally violate expectancies regarding the

frequency or intensity of aversive outcomes (Davey, 1992; Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000;

Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). This strategy derives from the premise that the mismatch

between expectancy and outcome is critical for new learning (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972)

and for the development of inhibitory expectancies that will compete with excitatory
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expectancies. The more the expectancy can be violated by experience, the greater the

inhibitory learning. We found that this approach yielded as much long-term benefit at

follow-up with just one trial of exposure per two days compared to repeated trials of

exposure each day for acrophobia (Baker et al., 2010). Deacon et al. (2013) found that

interoceptive exposure that continued until the patient’s expectancy of an aversive outcome

reached less than 5% was superior to standard interoceptive exposure. In this approach,

exposure tasks are designed to accommodate “what do you need to learn” rather than by fear

reduction or “stay in the situation until fear declines” as would be predicated from an

habituation-based model of exposure therapy. For example, for persons who irrationally

expect to become erratic and hurt themselves due to prolonged anxiety, anxiety is induced

for prolonged durations in order to fully violate expectancies regarding their behavior.

Clinically, it is important that the client identify the US when predicting the expectancy to

be violated. For example, for clients with social anxiety, predicting that they will “get

anxious” during a social interaction would not be sufficient, whereas predicting that they

would be ignored or otherwise rejected would be sufficient. The expectancy violation

approach ties exposure parameters directly to consciously stated expectancies for aversive

events. As such, it overlaps with models in which exposure is used for belief

disconfirmation, and which was shown to be superior to habituation approaches in one small

study (see Salkovskis et al., 2006). As further evidence against habituation approaches,

neither fear reduction nor ending fear levels predict long term outcome from extinction or

exposure (Plendlet al., 2010; Prenoveau et al., 2013; Rescorla, 2006; Baker et al., 2010;

Culver et al., 2012; Kircanski et al., 2012 – discussed in prior sections). Moreover, exposure

strategies that specifically impede habituation were found to be more effective than

strategies that do not (Lang & Craske, 2000; Kircanski, Mortazavi et al., 2012; Culver,

Stoyanova et al., 2012 - reviewed in subsequent sections). In the expectancy violation

approach, the end of an exposure trial is determined by conditions that violate expectancies

and not by fear reduction; for example, exposure is continued for the duration determined to

most effectively violate expectancies rather than whether fear has declined. Learning is

centered around whether the expected negative outcome occurred or not, or was as ‘bad’ as

expected (i.e., was ‘manageable or not’). Thus, following each exposure trial, the learning is

consolidated by asking participants to judge what they learned regarding the non-occurrence

of the feared event, discrepancies between what was predicted and what occurred, and the

degree of “surprise” from the exposure practice (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Indeed,

mental rehearsal, or in this case mental rehearsal of the inhibitory CS-noUS association, is

an important component of memory consolidation (Joos, 2011; Meeter & Murre, 2004).

A key aspect of an expectancy violation model is to facilitate attention to both the CS and

the non-occurrence of the US. Error-correction models (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972)

posit an important role for the salience of the CS such that any change in associative

strength (e.g., extinction learning) will be directed to the cue that is most salient

(Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980). Inasmuch as extinction learning represents the

formation of a non-contingent relationship between CS and US, awareness of both the CS

and the non-occurrence of the US are essential. This may be one reason why distraction is

such a pernicious safety behavior, as it can reduce awareness of the CS, or the CS-no US

relationship1. It may also explain the limitations of habituation based models, since
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habituation is enhanced by a procedure which is likely to reduce the salience of the stimulus

(i.e., repeated exposure to the same stimulus). We return to the importance of salience

below, when referring to occasionally reinforced extinction as a strategy for enhancing

inhibitory learning.

Within the expectancy violation model, graduated exposure maybe employed to conditions

under which the feared outcome is judged most likely to occur (i.e., the conditions that

provide optimal violation of expectancy). However, in contrast to an habituation-based

model, the graduated approach is tied to ‘violating’ conditions per se (e.g., duration of

exposure) and not necessarily tied to fear level (i.e., repeat each item on a fear hierarchy

enough times for fear to decline before proceeding to the next hierarchy item). For example,

for persons who fear having a heart attack from a panic attack in an elevator, exposure may

be conducted to progressively lengthier trials in the elevator even though fear does not

decline with each exposure trial. Notably, sustained arousal throughout extinction is

associated with less fear at retest in animals (Rescorla, 2006) and in humans (Culver,

Stephans & Craske, under review), arousal consolidates extinction memories (Cain et al.,

2004) and in several of our studies, failure to habituate throughout exposure therapy was not

associated with poorer outcomes (e.g., Lang & Craske, 2000; Kircanski et al., 2012; Culver,

Mortazavi et al., 2012).

The basic premise of the violation of expectancy approach, which is that extinction learning

is enhanced by the mismatch between expectancy and experience, implies that strategies that

reduce expectancy prior to extinction can negatively impact extinction learning. To this end,

traditional cognitive interventions designed to lessen probability overestimation (e.g., “I am

unlikely to be bitten by the dog”) and perceived negative valence (e.g., “It is not so bad to be

rejected”) may be deleterious to inhibitory learning when employed prior to, or during,

exposures. That is, cognitive interventions may reduce the expectancy of a negative outcome

before exposure and thereby lessen the mismatch between initial expectancy and actual

outcome. Thus, we now confine our “cognitive” interventions to post-exposure questioning

in order to facilitate memory consolidation.

Habituation approaches to exposure posit that exposure to a given item continues for long

enough for fear to decline and for the number of occasions necessary for fear to be

significantly lessened. In an inhibitory learning model, exposure continues for the length of

time predetermined as an adequate test of a stated expectancy, and continues for the number

of occasions necessary for expectancies to be lessened.

(2) Deepened Extinction

A second strategy is “deepened extinction” (Rescorla, 2000, 2006), in which either multiple

fear CSs are first extinguished separately before being combined during extinction, or a

previously extinguished cue is paired with a novel CS. This has been shown to reduce

spontaneous recovery and reinstatement of fear in animals (Rescorla, 2006) and humans

1Notably, a recent meta-analysis of distraction during exposure for specific phobias indicated that uninstructed exposure outperformed
distracted exposure on behavioral outcomes, but, under specific conditions of interactive distraction and repeated exposure trials,
distracted exposure outperformed focused exposure on behavioral and distress outcomes (Podina, Koster, Philippot, Dethier, & David,
2013).
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(Culver, Vervliet & Craske, in press). Wherever possible, we combine multiple cues

(internal and/or external) during exposure therapy, after initially conducting some exposure

to each cue in isolation. However, it is important that both stimuli predict the same US.

Interoceptive exposure to feared bodily sensations (such as caffeine consumption), and in

vivo exposure to feared external agoraphobic situations (such as shopping in a crowded

mall) followed by inclusion of interoceptive exposure during in vivo exposure (drinking

coffee whilst in the shopping mall) is an example of deepened extinction for panic disorder

and agoraphobia (Barlow & Craske, 1994). Another example would be exposure to one

specific type of spider, then a second distinctly different spider, followed by exposure to

both spiders at the same time. A third example would be exposure to an obsession (such as

an obsession of stabbing a loved one), exposure to a cue that triggers obsessions (such as a

knife in the presence of a loved one), followed by exposure to both the obsession and the

knife in the presence of the loved one. Although deepened extinction is presumed to exert its

effects through augmented violation of expectancies, the procedure could be implemented

without specifically asking clients to identify their expectancies beforehand. Thus, deepened

extinction represents one way in which an inhibitory learning approach extends beyond

behavioral testing for the purpose of belief disconfirmation.

(3) Occasional Reinforced Extinction

A third strategy just gaining evidence in human studies is occasional reinforced learning

during extinction. Occasional reinforced extinction involves occasional CS-US pairings

during extinction training (Bouton, Woods, & Pineno, 2004). The benefits may derive from

an expectancy violation effect in which the participant is less likely to expect the next CS

presentation to predict the US because CS-US pairings have been associated with both

further CS-US pairings and CS-no US pairings (Bouton et al., 2004). Alternatively, the

procedure of occasional reinforcement during extinction may enhance salience of the CS

which in turn contributes to new learning about the CS (Pearce & Hall, 1980). As with

animal studies (Bouton et al., 2004), we found that occasional reinforced extinction

sustained fear arousal during extinction but attenuated the subsequent reacquisition of fear in

a human conditioning study (Culver et al., under review). The phenomenon of rapid

reacquisition is most likely in the presence of repeated aversive outcomes (e.g., social

rejection in the case of social anxiety disorder and panic attacks in the case of panic

disorder). It may also be likely to occur in the context of dangerous environments that lead

to retraumatization, although the approach of occasionally reinforced extinction is ethically

prohibitive in such cases. In the case of social anxiety, an individual may successfully

extinguish fear responding in social situations only to have that fear response return quickly

after just one subsequent pairing of a social situation with a negative outcome (e.g., rejection

or negative evaluation). Although further evidence is warranted, the clinical translation of

occasional reinforced extinction is the addition of occasional social rejections and “shame

attacks” in exposures to social situations, or the deliberate induction of panic attacks (e.g.,

such as by substances like yohimbine) in exposures to feared situations for panic disorder.

We routinely conduct such reinforced exposure and even encourage clients to seek the

opportunity for occasional negative outcomes for the reasons stated. Although occasional

reinforced extinction is presumed to exert its effects at least partly through augmented

violation of expectancies, the procedure could be implemented without specifically asking
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clients to identify their expectancies beforehand. Thus, occasional reinforced extinction

represents another way in which an inhibitory learning approach extends beyond behavioral

testing for the purpose of belief disconfirmation.

(4) Removal of Safety Signals

A fourth strategy is the prevention or removal of “safety signals” or “safety behaviors.”

Common safety signals and behaviors for clients with anxiety are the presence of another

person, therapists, cell phones, medications, or food or drink. For persons who expect

aversive outcomes contingent upon fear itself (i.e., “fear of fear”, such as individuals with

panic disorder who fear losing control should they panic, or individuals with social anxiety

who fear humiliation should they exhibit anxiety), reduction of fear itself could become a

safety signal. In the experimental literature, safety signals alleviate distress in the short term,

but when they are no longer present, the fear returns (Lovibond, Davis & O’Flaherty, 2000).

This effect is believed to derive in part from interference with the development of inhibitory

associations. In phobic samples, the availability and use of safety signals and behaviors has

been shown to be detrimental to exposure therapy (Sloan & Telch, 2002), whereas

instructions to refrain from using safety behaviors improved outcomes (Salkovskis, 1991).

However, recent data have presented contradictory findings (Rachman, Shafran, Radomsky,

& Zysk, 2011). Specifically, the use of hygienic wipes following exposures for individuals

with contamination fears did not lead to any more spontaneous recovery of fear or disgust

than exposure without hygienic wipes. Similarly, Deacon and colleagues have failed to

replicate the deleterious effect of continuing to engage in safety behaviors (including the

availability of the safety behavior but without actual engagement of it) during exposure in

claustrophobic fear (Deacon et al., 2010; Sy et al., 2011). However, the ability of safety

behaviors to mitigate extinction learning likely varies depending on the ratio of inhibition

and excitation in a given trial. That is, the presence of inhibitory stimuli (i.e., stimuli that

decrease the likelihood that the US will be delivered) will mitigate extinction learning

inasmuch as they decrease the expectation of the US, and the discrepancy between what is

predicted and what actually occurs determines the degree of associative change. The impact

of inhibitory stimuli on extinction learning will therefore depend on the number and strength

of inhibitory stimuli versus the number and strength of excitatory stimuli (i.e., stimuli that

predict the US; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). The general consensus remains that safety

signals or behaviors should gradually be phased out over the course of exposure therapy

(Hermans, Craske, Mineka, & Lovibond, 2006). Gradual phasing is recommended only in

order to reduce treatment attrition. If willing, immediate removal of safety signals is

preferred.

(5) Variability

A fifth strategy involves stimulus variability throughout exposure since varying the to-be-

learned task enhances retention of learned non-emotional material (Magill & Hall, 1990;

Schmidt & Bjork, 1992, Shea & Morgan, 1979). Variability is believed to enhance the

storage capacity of newly learned information (Bjork & Bjork, 1992, 2006), pair the

information to-be-learned with more retrieval cues (Estes, 1955), or generate a rule that

captures the invariance among tasks (Schmidt & Bjork, 1992), which renders the

information more retrievable at a later point in time. Although this strategy did not originate
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from associative conditioning models, the effects can be explained by context retrieval

models of extinction as well (Bouton, 1993), since variability is more likely to characterize

contexts in which phobic stimuli are encountered once exposure therapy is complete. Hence,

variability during exposure may offset context renewal effects after exposure. We found that

variability in terms of timing between exposure sessions (i.e., progressively longer intervals

between exposure sessions) led to superior outcomes at follow-up than nonvariable-massed

exposure in spider fearful samples (Rowe & Craske, 1998a; Tsao & Craske, 2000). Also,

variability in terms of the stimuli used during exposure led to positive outcomes in terms of

spontaneous recovery in spider fearful and height fearful samples (Rowe & Craske, 1998b;

Lang & Craske, 2000), although a third study of contaminant anxiety showed trends only

(Kircanski, Mortazavi et al., 2012). Traditional exposure proceeds steadily from one

hierarchy item to the next, with each item repeated a number of times until anxiety

decreases. Instead, in variable exposure, exposure is conducted to items from the hierarchy

in random order, without regard to fear levels or fear reduction, although usually beginning

with the least anxiety producing item to avoid treatment refusal. We routinely conduct

exposure with varying stimuli, for varying durations, at varying levels of intensity, or select

items from a fear hierarchy out of order, rather than continuing exposure in one situation

until fear declines before moving to the next situation. Notably, such variability typically

elicits higher levels of physiological arousal and subjective anxiety during exposure that fail

to habituate (e.g., Lang & Craske, 2000; Kircanski, Mortazavi et al., 2012), and yet produces

beneficial effects in the long term.

Furthermore, greater variability in fear levels throughout exposure (i.e., repeated increases

following decreases in minute to minute fear levels) is a positive predictor of outcomes in

contaminant anxiety and public speaking anxiety (Kircanski et al., 2012; Culver et al.,

2012). Conceivably, emotional state (i.e., fear level) serves as a retrieval cue and varying

levels of fear are likely to occur in situations following exposure therapy where retrieval is

required (Bjork & Bjork, 1992, 2006). Thus, variation in fear level throughout exposure will

offset context renewal once exposure therapy is completed. Variability in emotional state

may also enhance salience of the phobic stimulus and thereby enhance learning of inhibitory

associations. We routinely encourage variability in fear response during exposures, such as

by conducting “unpredictable” lengths of exposures to phobic stimuli (with clients’

agreement to the general principles beforehand).

(6) Retrieval Cues

One option for enhancing retrieval of extinction learning and offsetting context renewal is to

include retrieval cues (of the CS-no US association) during extinction training to be used in

other contexts once extinction is over (Brooks & Bouton, 1994; Vansteenwegen et al., 2006;

Dibbets & Maes, 2011). One risk of retrieval cues, however, is that they may acquire an

inhibitory value and became a safety signal (Dibbets et al. 2008). Retrieval cues differ from

safety signals in that they retrieve the CS-no US relationship (i.e., act as an occasion setter),

whereas safety signals are directly associated with the non-occurrence of the US. For

example, a therapist’s office where previous exposure sessions were conducted can act as a

retrieval cue for a new exposure, whereas benzodiazepines (e.g., in the case of panic

disorder) could act as a safety signal. In clinical analog anxious samples, the effects of a
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retrieval cue (distinctive pen and clip board) upon context renewal were very weak in one

study (Culver et al., 2011), although instructions to mentally reinstate what was learned

during exposure (an instructional retrieval cue) had more robust effects in reducing context

renewal in another study (Mystkowski et al., 2006). In the treatment of anxiety disorders,

this approach prescribes that individuals carry cues (e.g., wrist band) with them to remind

them of what they learned during exposure therapy (as long as the cues do not become

safety signals), or are prompted to remind themselves of what they learned in exposure

therapy each time they encounter previously feared sensations or situations. However, these

strategies are best employed as a relapse prevention skill. Using retrieval cues early in

therapy, while the focus is on acquisition of extinction learning, may negatively impact

progress as these cues can reduce the expectancy of the aversive event (and therefore

mitigate expectancy violation effects). In addition, any retrieval cues should be used

sparingly to mitigate their likelihood of becoming a conditioned inhibitor or safety signal.

(7) Multiple Contexts

Context renewal involves the return of fear to a phobic stimulus when it is encountered in a

context (internal or external) that differs from the context in which exposure therapy was

conducted (Mineka, Mystkowski et al., 1999; Mystkowksi, Craske et al., 2002; Rodriguez,

Craske et al., 1999). Multiple contexts have been shown to offset context renewal in rodent

samples (e.g., Gunther et al., 1998), in human laboratory studies (e.g., Bandarian et al.,

2011; Bandarian et al., 2012) and in a clinical analog study of exposure therapy

(Vansteenwegen et al., 2007). On the other hand, one conditioning study in rodents (Bouton,

García-Gutiérrez, Zilkski, & Moody, 2006) and another conditioning study in humans

(Neumann et al., 2007) failed to demonstrate detectable benefits of multiple contexts

throughout extinction on context renewal, suggesting that the effects are unstable. The

clinical translation involves conducting interoceptive, imaginal, and in vivo exposures in

multiple different contexts, such as when alone, in unfamiliar places, or at varying times of

day or varying days of the week.

(8) Reconsolidation

A recent (re-)discovery is that retrieving already stored memories induces a process of

reconsolidation (Nader, Schafe, & Le Doux, 2000), since the memory is written into long

term memory again, requiring de novo neurochemical processes. Thus, it may be possible to

change memories during the reconsolidation time frame upon retrieval. Monfils et al. (2009)

used a behavioral strategy for this purpose, hypothesizing that novel information presented

during the reconsolidation window may be incorporated into the memory and change it.

Thus, extinction during a reconsolidation window may weaken the fear memory itself.

Monfils et al. found that a brief presentation of the CS 30 minutes prior to sustained

extinction trials significantly reduced spontaneous recovery, renewal, reinstatement and

rapid reacquisition in a rodent sample. This effect has since been demonstrated in healthy

human samples (Agren et al., 2012; Schiller et al., 2010). The clinical implication is to

introduce the phobic stimulus for a brief period 30 minutes before repeated trials of

exposure. However, as with many of the other strategies listed above, there is a need for

further evidence. For example, the findings regarding pre-exposure reconsolidation has not

been replicated in all cases (Chan, Leung, Westbrook, McNally, 2010). Furthermore, the
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same results occur whether the brief exposure to the CS occurred in the window before

extinction or in a window after completion of extinction (Baker, McNally, & Richardson,

2013; Ponnusamy et al., 2011), which suggests that the results may relate more to enhancing

the retrieval of the extinction learning rather than erasing acquisition learning. Also, in

clinical practice, most clients will retrieve their fear memories to a certain degree whenever

they enter treatment sessions. The question is what type, degree, or frequency of retrieval

opens the reconsolidation window and provides the opportunity to update the underlying

memories (Vervliet et al., 2013).

Therapeutic Strategy for Enhancing Inhibitory Regulation

Social neuroscience has identified another strategy for enhancing inhibitory regulation

which involves linguistic processing, or affect labeling. Affect labeling may work to

augment associative inhibitory processes within extinction or may work in an independent

but complementary manner to extinction learning. A number of studies have shown that

linguistic processing activates a region of the cortex, the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex

that reduces activity in the amygdala, thereby attenuating anxious responding (Lieberman et

al., 2007). It appears that engaging the executive functioning cortical areas of the brain

works to dampen the limbic system activity. In two studies, we have shown benefits of

affect labeling as individuals are exposed to feared stimuli. Tabibnia et al. (2008) found that

repeated evocative spider images paired with word labels, negatively valenced and irrelevant

to the images (e.g., “bomb” and “war”), produced a greater reduction in subsequent skin

conductance response (SCR) to the images, one week later, than unpaired images.

Furthermore, Kircanski et al. (2012) found added benefits of affect labeling in a sample of

individuals with spider phobias as they underwent exposure therapy. In comparison to

cognitive reappraisal of thoughts, distraction, and exposure alone, affect labeling during

exposure was found to reduce skin conductance and increase approach behavior at one week

follow up in a context different than the exposure context (Kircanski et al., 2012). These

data suggest that linguistic processing in the form of labeling, as opposed to more traditional

cognitive therapy which attempts to change the content of appraisals, can improve outcomes

from exposure. We routinely ask clients to state their emotional responses, without

attempting to change their emotional responses, in the midst of exposure.

Case Studies

In the following section, we present case examples of implementing an inhibitory learning

based model of exposure therapy for a variety of anxiety disorders. This is not intended to be

exhaustive but rather exemplary.

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

Roberto was a 43-year-old father of two who sought therapy for intrusive thoughts related to

physically harming his newborn son. While he believed that he would never actually harm

his children, he was extremely distressed by these images. Specifically, he imagined

suffocating his son while he slept. He often engaged in reassurance seeking from his wife,

asking her to describe what a good father he was. In addition, when confronted with these

intrusive images or thoughts, he attempted to bring to mind an image of a previous positive
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encounter with his children. As a result of these thoughts and images, Roberto significantly

decreased the time he spent with his children, particularly when alone, and this caused much

concern in his family. He had stopped tucking his children in at night, and refused to allow

either child to sleep in his bed with him and his wife.

Session 1 entailed detailed discussion regarding the nature of associative learning, and how

avoidance can interfere with new learning by preventing any violation in expectancy.

Discussions de-emphasized the importance of immediate fear reduction and instead focused

on strategies that while in the short term may elicit more distress, would lead to eventual

fear reduction. That is, the therapist emphasized that the therapy would initially activate

expectancies for negative outcomes -- in order to get the optimal learning experience from

exposure therapy -- and that this may cause more distress at first. The therapist further

emphasized that fear would eventually reduce as a result of treatment, but that the

mechanism underlying eventual fear reduction would be the continued expectancy violation.

Roberto found the phrase “test it out” particularly helpful for remembering the rationale

behind an inhibitory model of exposure.

Sessions 2–5 focused on in vivo exposure. Initial exposure exercises were based on

spending time alone with his children, and specifically his infant son. These were chosen as

they were deemed only “moderately difficult”. We find that beginning with moderately

difficult exposures increases the likelihood of success and facilitates patient buy in.

However, we do not necessarily proceed up a hierarchy in a linear fashion consistent with

the concept of variability discussed previously. For example, more difficult exposures, such

as placing his hand on his son’s neck as he slept for a specified period of time, were

completed early in therapy. Additional exposures included tucking his children in at night,

reading news stories about parents harming their children and then playing with his son, and

laying down with his children as they napped in his bed. Roberto worked to complete all of

these exposures alone, as the presence of his wife acted as a safety signal that reduced his

expectation that he would hurt his children. Further safety signals were gradually removed

as well. Exposures extended to deliberately bringing to mind the intrusive violent images of

suffocating his son prior to engaging in several of these tasks (see below). Roberto feared

that if he did bring these images to mind, he might be more likely to actually perform a

violent act. Thus, it was important to include these images in exposure sessions in order to

maximize any violation of expectancy. Roberto’s therapist worked with him to develop a

detailed imaginal script (including a variety of sensory elements) for use during exposure.

While at first glance these appear similar to exposures that may be conducted from the

standpoint of habituation-based or cognitive models, several differences are important to

note. First, prior to each exposure, Roberto learned to describe his feared outcome in order

to facilitate expectancy violation. For example, Roberto reported that he was 80% certain he

would attempt to suffocate his son if he placed his hand on his son’s neck for 10 minutes as

he slept. The ten-minute duration of the exposure was chosen as Roberto reported that

shorter exposures did not increase his expectation of harming his son. Second, following

each in-session exposure exercise, Roberto and his therapist engaged in lengthy discussion

regarding the non-occurrence of his feared event. This represented an attempt to consolidate

extinction learning. Open-ended questions such as “What did you fear would happen as a
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result of the exposure?” “What happened?” “How was that surprising?” and “What did you

learn?” were used as part of an interactive discussion. Roberto was given monitoring sheets

for between-session practices where he could list the anticipated negative outcome prior to

exposure (e.g., suffocating his son), and engage in post-exposure consolidation. The latter

involved Roberto listing whether his feared outcome occurred or not, citing evidence to

support his awareness of the non-occurrence of the US (e.g., “How do you know your feared

outcome did not occur”?), and describing what he learned from engaging in the exposure.

Third, Roberto was instructed to continue with a given exposure until his expectancy had

been violated, or he had reached the agreed upon behavioral goal, regardless of his level of

distress. Although fear often decreased across exposure trials, Roberto’s therapist noted that

fear need not necessarily decline each time, as each instance of heightened expectation

provided additional opportunities to enhance learning. Exposures to a given CS (e.g.,

touching his son’s neck as he slept) were repeated multiple times over the course of

treatment; however, occasionally additional elements were added (increasing duration of the

exposure, adding additional cues—see below) to increase his expectation of a negative

outcome.

Finally, cognitive restructuring was not employed prior to, or during exposures, as this could

reduce the expectancy of an aversive outcome and mitigate extinction learning. Rather,

Roberto’s therapist emphasized the importance of strategies that increase expectancy in

order to maximize learning, and noted that certain strategies (e.g., safety behaviors,

correcting probability overestimation) could negatively impact extinction learning.

“Cognitive” strategies were confined to post-exposure discussions in order to facilitate

consolidation of new learning.

Sessions 6–11 continued with in vivo exposure while incorporating several extinction

enhancement strategies. In order to maximize extinction learning for a given CS, several

conditional stimuli where included simultaneously in order to “overpredict” the occurrence

of the US. This deepened extinction was accomplished in several ways. First, after

conducting several exposures to cues in isolation, two cues were combined in compound.

For example, Roberto initially conducted exposures to a) placing his hand on his son’s neck

as he slept and b) bringing to mind intrusive images, separately. These were then combined

in a single exposure session. Second, cues that were extinguished in isolation were

occasionally presented during a new exposure trial. This increases the expectancy for the

novel CS while simultaneously maintaining its salience. For example, prior to bathing his

infant son for the first time, Roberto combined this exposure with reading news stories about

parents harming their children (which he had done previously).

Prior to termination, Roberto’s therapist discussed the context dependent nature of

extinction learning, and suggested several relapse prevention strategies. Specifically,

Roberto worked to “mentally reinstate” previous extinction contexts by imagining, in detail,

an exposure session that went well (i.e., his expectation was violated). He practiced this

during several exposure trials during his last week of therapy, but was cautioned not to do

this too often, nor to rely on it as a safety signal.
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Examples of several exposure trials are shown in Table 1.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Julia survived a sexual assault approximately one year ago, but is still troubled by intrusive

images of the event and extensive situational avoidance. For example, she frequently avoids

being alone, preferring to have one or more friends with her whenever in public. She

reported avoiding any type of social interaction where others might be drinking, as she fears

that alcohol may make a potential assailant more likely to act violently. In addition, she

always carries pepper spray with her when she leaves the house. Julia reported that she is

interested in pursuing a romantic relationship, but becomes highly fearful regarding

interpersonal contact with a potential partner.

Session 1 entailed detailed discussion regarding the nature of associative learning, and how

avoidance and safety behaviors can interfere with exposure by preventing violation in

expectancy. In addition, Julia and her therapist developed a list of avoided situations along

with the feared outcome associated with these situations. Although the hierarchy contained

distress and expectancy ratings, exposures did not proceed linearly from the least distressing

to the most distressing item, consistent with the concept of variability discussed previously.

Sessions 2–4 focused on in vivo exposures centered on expectancy violation while

decreasing Julia’s use of safety behaviors. Typical exposures included attending social

gatherings alone, particularly in situations where individuals may be drinking socially,

leaving her house without her pepper spray, and beginning to go on dates. Consistent with

an inhibitory model, prior to engaging in exposures Julia was asked to state her feared

negative outcome, and to track the non-occurrence of the US following each exposure.

Sessions 5–12 continued with in vivo exposure while also incorporating imaginal exposure

to her trauma. Julia noted several concerns regarding engaging in imaginal exposure such as

being unable to tolerate the distress associated with the exposure, and being too distressed to

accomplish further tasks throughout the day. Julia’s therapist worked with her to clarify and

operationalize these expectations in order to “test them out”. For example, her perceived

inability to tolerate distress was related to a concern that the stress of the exposure would

cause a “mental breakdown” and make her “go crazy”. In order to target her concerns

regarding being unable to accomplish tasks, Julia was asked to engage in minor tasks (e.g.,

cooking dinner, completing a work project) immediately following imaginal exposures.

Julia’s therapist also encouraged her to label her emotional experience prior to, and during,

imaginal exposures to enhance inhibitory learning (i.e., affect labeling).

Julia reported a great deal of shame around her trauma, and reported fearing that others

would judge her for actions she took, or didn’t take, surrounding the assault. Initial

exposures with her therapist provided opportunities to violate this expectation, as the

therapist’s responses to disclosure (warmth and validation) were inconsistent with

judgmental behaviors. Julia was encouraged to share her concerns and elements of her story

with close friends to provide additional violation of this conditional association.
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In addition to these concerns, Julia reported that the traumatic images were inherently

aversive given their vivid nature. Julia’s therapist discussed how repeated exposure would

allow her to discriminate between the experience of the memory and the event itself

(stimulus discrimination). Indeed, research suggests that repeated exposure leads to

improved perceptual learning/stimulus discrimination (Tsodyks & Gilbert, 2004). Moreover,

repeated exposure to the aversive elements of the memory may eventually reduce their

salience, allowing the salience of non-threatening, contextual cues to come to the forefront.

The addition of these contextual cues (e.g., the safety of the therapist’s office) may facilitate

attempts at discrimination. Although not directly related to inhibitory models discussed

earlier, stimulus discrimination is an important concept in associative learning theories that

may have relevance for intrusive images characterized by high degree of vividness.

This approach differed from an habituation-based model of exposure by targeting aspects of

expectancy violation and stimulus discrimination, employing affective labeling, and tying

exposure completion to behavioral goals rather than fear level. In addition, this approach

differed from cognitive models inasmuch as it avoided inclusion of cognitive restructuring

prior to, or during exposure, and employed exposure and extinction processes, rather than

cognitive interventions, to target additional conditional reactions such as shame. Examples

of several exposure trials are shown in Table 2.

Social Phobia

Deandre is a 40-year-old male who was experiencing fears of social rejection and

humiliation at treatment outset. Following an increase in social anxiety symptoms

approximately one year ago, Deandre refused to apply for jobs or socialize with his wife’s

friends. His primary incentive for seeking treatment was the chance to repair his marriage,

which had been strained over the past year due to his social avoidance.

Session 1 involved psychoeducation and treatment planning. The therapist discussed the

prevalence, origins, and psychopathology of social phobia and the foundations of exposure-

based psychotherapies (e.g., principles of associative conditioning). It was important to

provide a detailed and frank description of what Deandre’s responsibilities would be during

exposure therapy in order to assess his willingness to follow through with a program that

included behavioral assignments. One of the principles that Deandre carried forward from

the initial session was the “personal scientist” approach to treatment, reflecting the emphasis

on empiricism in this exposure therapy. That is, each exposure exercise was designed to

evaluate a hypothesis, typically of the form “CS predicts US.” In addition, the therapist

explained that some exposures would entail sustained levels of fear and that the immediate

goal of exposure was not fear reduction.

Sessions 2–5 were devoted to creating an inventory of feared social situations,

collaboratively engineering the corresponding exposure exercises, and carrying out in- and

between-session exposures. During the design of exposure exercises, Deandre’s predicted

fear level for each situation was recorded, but these predictions were not used to determine

the order of exercises, as is common practice in habituation-based models. Instead, the

emphasis was upon the hypothesis test, or learning, that needed to be accomplished in each

scenario. The order of exposure exercises was guided by what Deandre judged to be the
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most pressing learning experience or hypothesis test for him at any given point in treatment.

For instance, at treatment outset, Deandre was most concerned with learning that his wife’s

friends were not likely to humiliate him, and exposures initially concentrated on attending

social events with his wife, even though such exercises were rated as more fear provoking

than other avoided situations (e.g., encounters with grocery clerks).

The typical exposure exercise was fairly structured and involved multiple stages. First, the

therapist established what Deandre expected to happen in the social situations he perceived

as threatening. This prediction was recorded on a standard worksheet and labeled the

hypothesis. One of his hypotheses was that if he expressed an opinion to a coworker, he

would be regarded as incompetent, as evidenced by quizzical stares, raised eyebrows, and

avoidance. (Deandre learned over successive exercises to render his hypotheses in

behaviorally specific terms, given that vague hypotheses are exceedingly difficult to support

or refute in any objective sense.) Second, Deandre performed the social behavior and

observed the result. Like any good scientist, he recorded coworkers’ responses on paper

using objective language. The behavioral description of the response was treated as the

result of the hypothesis test, or evidence. Third, Deandre and the therapist compared the

hypothesis with the evidence. At first, the therapist Socratically guided him through this

process by asking such questions as “Is the evidence consistent with what you predicted?”

and “Did you learn anything about your coworkers’ responses to you?” As therapy

progressed, Deandre performed this consolidation on his own, with reference as needed to a

standard set of questions about the CS-US association.

Although the consolidation process can be considered a form of cognitive therapy, there are

several ways in which Deandre’s treatment diverged from traditional cognitive-behavioral

therapies for social phobia. First, cognitive restructuring was not implemented prior to

exposures to reduce anticipatory anxiety or otherwise prepare him for the exposure trials.

The rationale behind this decision was to maintain US expectancy prior to exposure so that

the trial could produce maximal violation of the expectancy. The statement “Does it really

make sense to be afraid of next weekend’s party? What’s happened at the past few parties

you’ve attended?” would be considered useful pre-exposure restructuring in some therapies,

but would in fact be expected to limit the inhibitory learning thought to follow from

expectancy violation. Second, cognitive restructuring in the midst of exposures was not

encouraged. In traditional cognitive-behavioral therapy, Deandre might have been asked to

attend to the non-threatening or positive elements of a social situation during an exposure

exercise as a way of demonstrating that not all parts of the event were negative. However,

this strategy also could distract Deandre from the CS-noUS relation, and therefore could

ultimately diminish inhibitory learning.

There were several features of these exposure trials that distinguished them from an

habituation-based approach. The principal difference was the emphasis on expectancy

violation, rather than fear levels, in the design and consolidation stages. The rigor with

which the therapist elicited an objective, behaviorally-oriented hypothesis for each exposure

exercise and the Socratic questioning regarding discrepancies between hypothesis and

evidence followed from the centrality of expectancy violation to the inhibitory learning

model, and is consistent with the ‘behavioral testing model’ of exposure within cognitive
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behavioral therapy. Additionally, Deandre’s exposures were tailored, to some extent, to

increase variability of fear induced both within and across exercises, and sometimes

involved sustained fear, in ways that differed from both habituation-based and ‘behavioral

testing’ approaches to exposure therapy. For instance, there was no linear relation between

the number of exposure exercises he completed and his initial or ending subjective fear

ratings during a given exercise. He reached peak fear levels during some of his earliest

exposures and some of his last. Also, during several exposures, Deandre reported elevated

fear levels throughout. Since the length of exposures did not depend on subjective fear,

many of them ended without significant decrements in fear ratings.

In Sessions 6–12, the therapist helped Deandre to design augmented exposures to enhance

inhibitory learning. First, subtle safety behaviors related to Deandre’s speech in social

interactions were identified and eliminated. For instance, Deandre was discouraged from

fidgeting with his hands, wearing earphones, or bringing a magazine to read as a way of

distracting himself during exposure exercises. As safety behaviors were eliminated, Deandre

maximally attended to the associations (or lack thereof) between the CS (social

environment) and the US (specific changes in the facial expressions and gaze of his

interlocutor(s)). This change in attentional focus permitted maximum violation of a CS-US

expectancies (i.e., hypotheses). Second, and along these same lines, Deandre’s therapist

worked with him to counter his tendency to imaginally replay perceived negative aspects of

social encounters following exposures. To the extent that this “post event processing”

interfered with his awareness of the non-occurrence of the US, it may have disrupted

extinction learning. By refocusing his attention towards concrete behavioral indicators of the

non-occurrence of rejection, Deandre was better able to discern the non-contingent

relationship between social cues and aversive outcomes.

Third, Deandre carried out exposures that entailed a very high probability of negative social

feedback. He performed several “shame attacks,” during which he deliberately acted in ways

likely to elicit puzzled, embarrassed, or even scornful looks from others. Stated in terms of

the inhibitory learning model, this procedure increased the chances of exposure to the US, or

occasional reinforced extinction. An example shame attack was spending a therapy session

in a building elevator and yelling out the floor numbers in a loud voice as people got on and

off, paying special attention to riders’ facial and verbal reactions. Several other examples of

exposure trials are presented in Table 3.

Specific Phobia

Sharon is a 25-year-old female who was seeking treatment for a dog phobia. She had been

afraid of dogs, especially large ones, since she witnessed her older sister being chased and

bitten by a dog when Sharon was 10 years old. The phobia was problematic insofar as

several of her closest friends had pet dogs at home and she refused to visit them, a decision

that caused significant friction in those relationships. Additionally, she had recently quit her

recreational soccer league—a very important leisure activity for Sharon—because her

teammates regularly brought their dogs to games and practices.

Session 1 included thorough assessment of situational avoidance behaviors and discussion

about how the exposure therapy model could help Sharon regain the social and leisure
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activities that were affected by the dog phobia. The therapist explained the parallels between

systematic exposure exercises and hypothesis testing in scientific research. Sharon

acknowledged that the exposure program would involve coming into contact with situations

that were previously feared and avoided, and that the goal was to experience these situations

in a way that allowed for new learning, rather than to achieve immediate fear reduction.

Also in Session 1, the specific behavioral goals for the treatment were carefully defined. The

therapist stated that therapy could be reasonably terminated at any point once the

performance goals were met, but 6–12 sessions were recommended so that the basic

principles of exposure, as well as the specific inhibitory learning strategies, could be

communicated and rehearsed.

Sessions 2–5 were used for repeated practice of in vivo exposure. Sharon was taught to use a

worksheet to record feared situations and what she hypothesized would occur in each

situation. For one exercise, Sharon wrote that she avoided “standing on the sideline during a

soccer match” because she predicted that “one of my teammates’ dogs will bite me.” The

therapist was alert for opportunities to help Sharon increase the specificity of her hypotheses

because, as in scientific research, hypotheses must be specific enough to be refutable. As

such, Sharon was prompted to elaborate on the features of the soccer field sideline that were

maximally predictive of a dog bite: “standing on the sideline within 10 yards of a dog for 10

minutes at a soccer match.” Sharon was then tasked with approaching this situation during a

between-session soccer game and documenting the result on her worksheet. The therapist

even challenged her to spend an extra five minutes in the sideline environment to provide an

especially rigorous test of her dog bite hypothesis. During the following session, the

therapist coached Sharon on how to methodically compare the results of the hypothesis test

(i.e., evidence) with her hypothesis. Sharon reported that her experiential evidence refuted

her hypothesis (i.e., no dog bite occurred), and she worked with the therapist to generate a

revised, more plausible, characterization of the CS-US association (e.g., “I can stand next to

a dog for the whole soccer game and it won’t bite me”). It was critical to note that this

exposure and others like it do not involve remaining in the avoided situation until fear

subsides. Instead, the exposures were geared toward expectancy violation; that is, the offset

of the exposure exercise was determined by the specifications of the temporal hypothesis

(dog bite will occur within 10 minutes). Indeed, Sharon reported that her fear had not

decreased substantially at the termination of the sideline exposure.

Sessions 6–12 augmented exposures with strategies drawn from inhibitory learning research.

The principle of multiple contexts was especially relevant: that is, the contexts of exposure

were deliberately varied over time to enhance retrieval and generalizability of inhibitory

learning. For instance, exposures were designed to have Sharon approach dogs of various

sizes and in multiple environments, especially in situations that were likely to be most

important to Sharon after therapy was completed (e.g., at friends’ houses and at the soccer

field). She also completed exposure exercises by herself (e.g., without friends present at

between-session exercises), as having others present to appease an aggressive dog could

have served as a safety signal and prevented full violation of her expectation of a dog

attacking her. Given that variability in exposure contexts was valued more than repeating an

exposure in one context until fear subsided, fear levels were not uniformly lower as therapy

progressed.
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Exposures also varied with respect to internal contexts, most notably Sharon’s fear levels

during the exercise. Although Sharon’s exposures began with smaller dogs to reduce the

likelihood of treatment rejection, the therapist did not progressively assign slightly more

feared exposure exercises over time in the sense of linearly following an exposure “ladder”

or hierarchy. As a result, there was substantial variability in Sharon’s self-reported fear

across exposure trials, and some trials terminated—after the goal of the exercise was

reached and/or the stated expectancy was violated—when self-reported fear was relatively

high. Examples of specific exposure trials are presented in Table 4.

Panic Disorder

Charlie was a 43-year-old male who owned a construction company. While he had no major

health concerns throughout his life, he experienced his first unexpected panic attack two

years ago. Initially, these panic attacks occurred once every two months. In the past six

months, however, his rate of panic attacks had increased to approximately once a week.

Charlie was very worried about having additional panic attacks and what these panic attacks

may mean for his health. He had visited doctors, and, despite favorable test results, was

convinced his panic attacks would lead to one of two negative health outcomes: an imminent

stroke or a heart attack. Specifically, he feared that interoceptive sensations (e.g., dizziness,

shortness of breath, and racing heart) were either related to or could exacerbate an

underlying medical condition. One doctor prescribed him benzodiazepines to reduce

anxiety, which he took on an as-needed basis. Charlie had stopped exercising altogether,

rarely engaged in hands-on construction work, and avoided playing effortful games with his

children because he was afraid he would have a stroke or heart attack. To help him feel more

comfortable, Charlie’s wife joined him on visits to construction sites – where the dust could

make it difficult for Charlie to breathe – and she played with the children so Charlie could

rest. Charlie’s panic attacks caused him great distress and impacted his lifestyle, which is

why he sought psychological treatment.

Session 1 included discussions about associative learning, how avoidance prevents

extinction learning, and the importance of exposures for eventual (not immediate) fear

reduction. Charlie’s therapist incorporated three extinction enhancement strategies

throughout treatment: violation of expectancies, deepened extinction, and the removal of

safety signals.

Sessions 2–7 were primarily focused on interoceptive exposure through induction of

dizziness, shortness of breath, and a racing heart. To induce dizziness, Charlie would spin in

a circle. Because Charlie believed there was an 85% chance a stroke or heart attack would

occur after 30 seconds of feeling dizzy, he engaged in an exposure that was longer in

duration: 60 seconds. This was done to maximize Charlie’s violation of expectancies. To

induce shortness of breath, Charlie would breathe through a straw, visit a dusty construction

site, or exercise. These exposures were similarly designed to endure beyond the point where

Charlie believed he would experience a stroke or heart attack. Lastly, to induce racing heart,

Charlie would drink caffeine. He drank more caffeine than the amount he expected would

lead to a heart attack or stroke. Two sessions were devoted to each of these three
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interoceptive symptoms to violate the expectancy that Charlie would experience a stroke or

heart attack.

Starting with Session 4, exposures included the gradual removal of safety signals, Charlie

began attending therapy without his wife waiting outside of the room and was asked to no

longer bring his benzodiazepines to session. By Session 7, Charlie was also able to conduct

between-session exposures without the presence of safety signals.

Sessions 8–14 focused on deepened extinction, which involved combining multiple feared

stimuli that have been extinguished in isolation in order to enhance extinction learning. For

Charlie, this initially meant combining shortness of breath with accelerated heart rate. These

exposures included drinking caffeine prior to exercising or playing with his children. Once

Charlie completed these exposures, the therapist designed exposures to add dizziness (e.g.,

spinning in a circle before exercising or playing with his children). This combination made

Charlie think there was a 99% chance he would have a stroke or heart attack. Thus, all three

of Charlie’s feared interoceptive symptoms were included in one exposure to maximize the

violation of expectancies.

Notably, the exposures above differed from habituation-based models in an important way.

Though Charlie rated his fear level before and after each exposure, within-session fear

reduction was de-emphasized (e.g., how afraid he was of dizziness at the beginning and end

of one session or one exposure). Instead, Charlie’s therapist encouraged strategies that

continually increased expectation and fear in order to facilitate extinction learning.

In addition, this approach differed from cognitive models which emphasize reappraisal of

catastrophic misinterpretations and attention to possible signs of environmental safety prior

to, or during exposure (Clark & Beck, 2010). For example, in traditional cognitive-

behavioral interventions for panic disorder, a client may be asked to evaluate the likelihood

that an elevated heart rate would lead to a heart attack by examining evidence: “How many

times have you had an elevated heart rate? How many heart attacks have you had? What

were the results of your last physical?” Reducing catastrophic appraisals and directing

attention to possible safety signals in the environment before exposure therapy may

inadvertently impact extinction learning by reducing expectancy and mitigating attention to

excitatory conditional stimuli. However, such cognitive reappraisal can be conducted post-

exposure in order to consolidate the learning that has taken place.

Examples of exposure trials are presented in Table 5.

Summary

The translation from extinction learning to exposure therapy for fear and anxiety disorders

involves directly targeting the initial acquisition, consolidation, and later retrieval of new

learning. While the focus of the exposure may differ depending on the psychological

condition being treated, in each case exposure therapy will generally contain the following

elements. First is the specific goal of the exposure therapy: together, the therapist and client

decide on the specific goal of the practice in terms of duration or behavioral goals in specific

and measurable terms. Second is the anticipated negative outcome: the therapist elicits from
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the client the particular feared outcome of engaging in the task. Exposures are then designed

in such a way and proceed until a given anticipation or expectation is violated. Third is

recognition and consolidation of the non-occurrence of the anticipated event: following

completion of an exposure practice, therapists aid clients in discussing the non-occurrence of

the feared event. This reflects consolidating the new learning regarding the non-contingent

relationship between the conditional stimulus and the unconditional stimulus. In addition,

exposure includes “inhibitory learning enhancement and inhibitory regulation enhancement

strategies”, including deepened extinction (or exposure to multiple feared cues),

occasionally reinforced extinction (or occasional exposure to aversive outcomes), weaning

from safety signals, stimulus and response variability, retrieval cues, multiple contexts, and

affect labeling. Table 6 summarizes these strategies along with “catch phrases” we have

found useful in expressing their rationale to clients.

Framing exposure within a modern learning theory perspective holds numerous advantages

including providing a parsimonious explanation for shared elements of traditional exposure

(or, behavioral experiments), while simultaneously explaining their shortcomings. In

addition, it ties clinical research to the wealth of research on learning theory in animal and

human populations. Third, it holds promise for improving the efficacy of exposure-based

procedures through selective targeting of associative learning mechanisms. Associative

learning theories provide a parsimonious explanatory model from which to situate exposure

processes. However, additional translational research is needed to further elucidate the

optimal conditions necessary for enhancing inhibitory regulation and the precise methods for

implementing these strategies in routine clinical care.
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• We summarize the research related to an inhibitory model of exposure therapy

• Includes strategies for the acquisition, consolidation and retrieval of extinction

• Case studies provide useful guides for implementing these strategies with

patients
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Table 1

Example OCD Exposure Exercises

Session 3

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Place hand on son’s neck for 10 mins as he sleeps (4x over the course of the week)

What are you most worried will happen? I will strangle him

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 80%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? My hand never tightened around his neck

What did you learn? I can be alone with my son as he sleeps and not hurt him

Session 4

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Read news stories of parents harming their children for 15 minutes and then play with
kids for 10 mins. (3x over the course of the week)

What are you most worried will happen? I will hurt my kids

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 70%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? I never hurt my children, even when I was alone with them.

What did you learn? Reading stories about others hurting their kids doesn’t mean I will.

Session 6

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Imagine strangling my son for 5 mins and then place hand on son’s neck for 10 mins
as he sleeps (3x over the course of the week)

What are you most worried will happen? I will strangle him

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 90%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? My hand never tightened around his neck

What did you learn? I was really anxious, but I didn’t hurt my son. Just because I have thoughts about
hurting him doesn’t mean I will.
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Table 2

Example PTSD Exposure Exercises

Session 3

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Go to a restaurant bar for 30 mins, without cell phone or pepper spray

What are you most worried will happen? I will be approached by drunken men who will grab me

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 60%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? Although some men approached me, everyone was respectful and no one acted
aggressively

What did you learn? I can attend social events where people are drinking and still be safe

Session 5 (in session)

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Conduct imaginal exposure for 20 mins (listen to recording 4x over the course of the
week)

What are you most worried will happen? I will be unable to handle the distress and will run out of the room

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 80%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? I stayed the whole time

What did you learn? I can be begin to face these scary memories

Session 7 (in session)

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Conduct imaginal exposure for 20 mins, then respond to work emails for 10 mins.

What are you most worried will happen? I will be unable to respond to emails effectively

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 70%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? I reread the emails and they made sense. People responded to the emails as if they
understood my emails

What did you learn? I can still get things done after facing the memory
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Table 3

Example Social Phobia Exposure Exercises

Session 3

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Express a professional opinion to a coworker (4x over the course of the week)

What are you most worried will happen? Coworker will stare at me contemptuously and walk away without responding

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 95%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or
N

No

How do you know? Coworker responded immediately, agreed with my opinion, and we continued talking

What did you learn? Coworkers do not always disregard my opinions

Session 4

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Predicting outcomes of sporting events to people at the local gym and bar (no alcohol)

What are you most worried will happen? People will look at me scornfully (furrowed brows and squinted eyes) and turn away

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 80%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or
N

No

How do you know? People responded with their own predictions. They did not appear scornful.

What did you learn? Strangers won’t necessarily reject my conversation.

Session 9

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Ride elevator at the local mall for 30 minutes calling out the names of the floors in a
loud voice (4x over the course of the week)

What are you most worried will happen? People will look angrily at me, I will feel humiliated, and I will cry and leave the
elevator.

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 90%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or
N

No

How do you know? I got more puzzled looks than angry ones. I DID feel humiliated, but I did not cry and I
was able to remain in the elevator for 30 minutes.

What did you learn? Even when I feel humiliated, it’s a temporary state, and I can ultimately tolerate it.
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Table 4

Example Specific Phobia Exposure Exercises

Session 4

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Stand on the sideline within 10 yards of a dog for 15 minutes at a soccer match

What are you most worried will happen? Before 10 minutes are up, a dog will bite me

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 99%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? The dog never approached me

What did you learn? I can probably stand on the sideline for a whole game and not get bitten

Session 5

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Pet [her friend] Katie’s dog for 30 minutes

What are you most worried will happen? He will bite me

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 85%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? He never bit me and seemed to enjoy my company (licked my hand, stayed in my lap)

What did you learn? Some dogs do not bite when they are petted

Session 10

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Watch a whole soccer game (90 minutes) while seated on the ground, holding the
leashes of two dogs [that belong to her teammates’]

What are you most worried will happen? Dog will bite me and I won’t be in a position to defend myself or run away

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 70%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? The dogs did not make any menacing gestures and seemed to get used to me over time

What did you learn? I can be in a relatively vulnerable position around dogs
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Table 5

Example Panic Disorder Exposure Exercises

Session 2

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Spin in a circle for 60 seconds.

What are you most worried will happen? I will have a stroke.

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 85%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? I remained conscious and didn’t feel any pain.

What did you learn? Feeling dizzy doesn’t necessarily mean I will have a stroke.

Session 8

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Go for a 15-minute jog.

What are you most worried will happen? Having shortness of breath and a racing heart will make me have a heart attack.

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 75%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? My heart didn’t stop.

What did you learn? Even when combined, I won’t necessarily have a heart attack if I am short of breath
and have a racing heart.

Session 14

BEFORE exposure:

Goal: Spin in a circle for 60 seconds and go for a 15-minute jog without my pills or wife.

What are you most worried will happen? I may have a stroke or heart attack, and, if I do, I won’t have my pills or wife with me
to help me.

On scale 0–100, how likely does this seem? 80%

AFTER exposure:

Did what you were most worried about occur? Y or N No

How do you know? My heart didn’t stop, I remained conscious, and I didn’t feel any pain.

What did you learn? I probably won’t have a stroke or heart attack, so I might not need my pills or wife
present every time I feel these physical sensations.
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Table 6

Strategies for Enhancing Inhibitory Learning

Strategy Description Catch-Phrase

Expectancy violation Design exposures to violate specific expectations Test it Out

Deepened extinction Present two cues during the same exposure after conducting initial extinction with at
least one of them

Combine It

Reinforced extinction Occasionally present the US during exposures Face Your Fear

Variability Vary stimuli and contexts Vary It Up

Remove safety behaviors Decrease the use of safety signals and behaviors Throw It Out

Attentional focus Maintain attention on the target CS during exposure Stay With It

Affect labeling Encourage the clients to describe their emotional experience during exposure Talk It Out

Mental reinstatement/retrieval cues Use a cue present during extinction or imaginally reinstate previous successful
exposures

Bring It Back
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